Only from Nemco!

The New and Improved
Fresh-O-Matic by Nemco

Instantly reclaim all the freshness and flavor of your precooked and frozen foods with one simple push of a button!

UPDATED!
Controls & Indicator Lights for more reliability and convenience!
This Is Not Your Father’s Fresh-O-Matic!

Instantly thermalize precooked or frozen baked foods, meats, seafood, veggies, pasta and more with the reliable and super easy-to-use Fresh-O-Matic by Nemco.

Restore Food Quality to “Fresh-Made” Goodness.
Fresh-O-Matic’s super-hot steam instantly returns moist heat to cold precooked day-old foods.

• Meats regained their just-sliced texture and juiciness.
• Buns and baked goods return to fresh-from-the-oven flakiness and flavor.
• Refrigerated precooked vegetables burst with garden-fresh flavor and color in seconds.

Turn the Novice Into an Expert
Just push the button to deliver precisely the right measure of steam to thermalize or rethermalize foods to their original chef-prepared greatness. Anyone can do it!

• Just plug it in, and add distilled water.
• NEW! Flashing red light means it’s getting ready.
• NEW! Solid green light means GO!
• NEW! Steam button steams but will not permit flooding of the heater plate.
• Easy-to-see water-level indicator.

Rely on Superior Durability
If it has “by Nemco” at the end of its name, you know it’s built for long life and maximum return on your investment.

• Heavy-duty stainless steel outer wrap stands up to the most demanding kitchen environments.
• Compact portable design fits anywhere on the kitchen counter.
• NEW! Sealed, high-heat-resistant water reservoir is seamless—has no welded tank that might eventually leak.
• WearGuard™ coated tray liner delivers lasting performance and makes cleanup fast and easy.

Suggested Uses
Instantly introduces super-heated steam to return stale baked goods, meats, veggies, pasta and sandwiches to fresh-as-new goodness! Works great with any cold, precooked and even day-old foods like blueberry muffins, beef stew or lobster dinners. Ideal for Mexican burritos–flour or corn tortilla shells. If it’s left-over or frozen, Fresh-O-Matic can make it taste freshly cooked again.

General Specifications
For Model No: 6625B

Dimensions
Equipment (w x d x h) 16½” x 12” x 11½”
Equipment weight 34.6 lbs.
Shipping weight 40.0 lbs.

Performance Specifications
Preheat time 20 minutes
Capacity (pan w x d x h) 11¼” x 7¾” x 1¾”
Controls Push-button switch controls steam

Electrical Requirements
Voltage 120V
Wattage 1,500W
Amps 12.5 amp @ 120V
Power cord 120V: NEMA 5-15P

Replacement parts are available through Nemco’s 24-hour Zip Program.

Nemco reserves the right to make design, specification or model changes without notice.